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THE BORORO

By Robert H. Lowie

TRIBAL DIVISIONS AND HISTORY

The Bororo linguistic family comprises two major branches, the

Bororo proper and the Otuke (Crequi-Montfort and Rivet, 1913).

Culturally, the Otuke must be considered with the tribes of the Prov-

ince of Chiquitos (Handbook, volume 3). Ethnographically, the

Bororo-, at least of the Eastern subdivision, are far better known.

I. Bororo: (1) Eastern Bororo; (2) Bororo da Campanha ; (3) Bororo do

Cabacal; (4) Umotina (Barbados) , formerly between the upper Paraguay and
Sepotuba Rivers, peaceable since 1913; remnants survive in Barra dos Bugres;

(5) Bororo of the upper Rio Cuyabd ; and (6) Bororo in the Minas triangle (aldeas

of Sant' Anna, Pizarrao, Lanhoso, and da Pedra, founded in 1741 with Bororo

from the Rio dos Porrudos as a protection against the Southern Cayapd. In 1811

part of the aldea das Pedras was transplanted to Bananal, an Araguaya River

island. The fifth and sixth groups are now extinct.

II. Otuk^: (1) OtuJcd proper, about lat. IT^-IS" S., long, 59°-60° W. ; (2)

Covareka, about lat. 17° S., northwest of the preceding; and (3) Curuminaka,

just southwest of the Guapor§ headwaters, lat. 16° S.

The Bororo subfamily centers in Matto Grosso, but extends slightly across the

Bolivian border and into western Goyaz. Excluding the virtually extinct groups

noted, we may recognize a Western and an Eastern subdivision. The former

includes the Bororo da Campanha (Campina), 1. e., the plains dwellers southwest

of the lower Rio Jauni, an affluent of the Paraguay River; and the Bororo

Cahacaes (do Cabagal), north of the Jaurfi River on both banks of the Rio

Cabagal. The Eastern Bororo, or "Orarimugudoge," to whom the blanket term

"Coroados" has sometimes been applied, extends from lat. 15° to 18° S. and
from long. 52° to 56° W. The three subtribes live about (1) the upper and
middle Sao Lourengo River

; (2) the Rio das Gargas, a tributary of the Araguaya
River; and (3) the Rio Vermelho, affluent of the upper Sao Lourengo; here are

the villages of Kejara, Pobori, and Jarudori.

In 1888, Von den Steinen (1894) visited a Sao Lourengo group which had been

settled at Thereza Christina, near the Prata-Sao Lourengo confluence, southeast

of Cuyaba. He set the population at 350 and heard that it had originally been

1,000. Another group was then settled at Izabel, at the Pequir^-Sao Lourengo
confluence. In 1901, W. A. Cook (1907) visited eight villages in this region.

The Rio das Gargas district has been missionized by Salesians since 1902,

Colbacchini describing the natives in a major treatise (1925). In 1934, Baldus

(1936) visited Sangradouro, Meruri, and Tori-paru, villages in this area, and
estimated that less than 1,000 Bororo lived east of the Paraguay River. In

Tori-paru he found a little over 100 residents, 35 men occupying the men's house.

L6vi-Strauss (1936) investigated the village of Kejara of the Vermelho division

and estimated its population at 140. This is probably FriC's Kejari (1905), since

moved to a different spot.

In 1894, J. Koslowsky (1895 b) saw some Western Bororo in Descavaldos and
across the Bolivian border.

In 1931, Petrullo (1932) took photographs of the Bororo da Campanha and
on the SSo Lourengo River. His excavation of sites at Descavaldos revealed

pottery and a method of interment different from those of the Bororo and
presumably pre-Bororo.

410
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CULTURE

SUBSISTENCE ACTnVlTTES

Whether the tribe farmed prior to white influence is not clear.

Von den Steinen (1894) insists that they did not; cultivation, he
emphasizes, occurred only along the headwaters of the Sao Lourengo
River, and even there was confined to tobacco, cotton, and gourds
used as containers, i. e., to species not serving for food. In a western
aldea the growing of manioc and maize noted by Koslowsky (1895 b)

seems to have been incipient, since he considered the amount insuffici-

ent for a fortnight's sustenance. Colbacchini (1925) denies agricul-

ture but records a myth explaining the origin of maize; and of

Baldus' (1936) informants some strongly affirmed and others dis-

puted the cultivation of maize (milho) in earlier times. On the

Vermelho River, manioc and maize are planted nowadays, in addition

to rice, which is, of course, very recent.

At all events, it seems safe to conclude that the Bororo were pre-

dominantly hunters, gatherers, and fishermen. Typically, a husband
would go hunting game in the woods while his wife collected seeds,

climbed palms for nuts, and dug up roots with a stick. Women also

helped returning hunters by carrying their kill home. Game animals

included peccaries (the favorite food), tapirs, jaguars, rabbits, and
various birds. Communal hunting expeditions, possibly extending

over several weeks, were inspired by medicine men, who indicated

the sites for major enterprises. Dogs were originally quite unknown.

Fish are caught in nets or weirs, shot with arrows (pi. 86, tot-

tom), or drugged. Some are killed with short clubs suspended on

the back from a neck-cord. Barbed harpoons are hurled at large

fish and caimans.

Food preparation.—Salt was originally unknown.

All game animals are roasted in their skins ; only the intestines are

boiled. Meat, bones, and nuts are sometimes pounded in a mortar

only 16 inches (40 cm.) in height; it has the shape of a decapitated

egg, and is planted in the ground. The nuts, either thus pounded

or roasted, are mixed with water and stirred into a gruel, which is

served to guests.

HOUSES AND ^^ILLAGES

In the dry season the Eastern Bororo settlements are near the river

banks, whence they are shifted to higher ground when the rains set in.

Even in temporary encampments the center is occupied by a large

rectangular house—the men's club, workshop, and ceremonial hall,

which likewise serves as the bachelor's dormitory. The family

houses, on the other hand, are arranged along the circumference of

the circle of which tliis men's house is the center. Only the Caba^aes
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lack this characteristic structure, and even they have as its functional

equivalent an enclosed space taboo to women and children.

Among the Eastern Bororo the northern and southern halves of

the village circle are associated each with one of the moieties and

their constituent clans. At Kejara a second principle of dual division

appears: besides the axis that separates the northern from the

southern moiety there is another perpendicular to the Vermelho
River, creating an Upstream and a Downstream half. Here tradi-

tion alleges the pristine existence of several concentric house circles,

with residences of the same clan behind one another.

The family house type, though always palm-thatched, differs ac-

cording to the time of year. During the dry season it is of conical

shape and erected with a central pole or tree against which other

poles lean. In the frame put up for the rainy season, a crossbeam

supporting other poles rests on two forked sticks (pis. 83, hottom;

84) ;
generally this hut rises directly from the ground, but occasionally

it is put on piles. The erection of the residence is a man's duty.

The women within a house belong to the same clan, each family

having its own fire, so that every newly married girl acquires a

separate fireplace. The furniture includes mats to sit and sleep on,

for even outdoors these Indians avoid resting on the bare ground,

over which they spread palm leaves or the branches of a tree. How-
ever, there are also platform beds rising about 12 to 16 inches (30 to

40 cm.) above the ground and covered with a layer of palm-leaf

stems. Mats or skins serve as blankets. Hammocks are imknown.

A hut contains pots, spits for roasting, rocks for breaking hard

seeds, spindles, and bivalve shells used as spoons and scissors. A
mother will put her baby in the central concavity of a mat suspended

by four cords from opposite sides, a fifth enabling the woman to

rock her infant while she is attending to her chores. In some huts

a stage 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet 6 inches (0.8 to 1 m.) in height serves

for roasting fish.

How far the Western Bororo mode of settlement conformed to the

pattern described is not clear. Koslowsky (1895 b) merely speaks

of a Bolivian aldea of some 20 huts with palm-thatched walls and

roofs and a mat for the entrance.

DRESS AND ORNAMENTS

Children go naked. When initiated, a youth acquires a penis

sheath, being thus qualified to witness the masquerades customary at

funerals. On festive occasions, a decorative pennant is attached to

the sheath. Men generally wear a girdle with shell disks, also a

necklace of cotton thread, a bone pin in the lower lip, and ear orna-

ments. The hair is cut horizontally in front (pis. 90, lottom; 91) ;

combs are made of bamboo rods held together by cotton plaitwork

with designs. Body hair is plucked from the beard, the eyebrows,

the pubic region, and the armpits. Women wear a gray perineal band,
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or a black equivalent during menstruation; it is attached either to a

girdle or to a tight-fitting bark corset.

Except for the exclusively masculine feather head ornaments,

labrets, and nose ornaments (pis. 90, tof; 94), the sexes use the

same type of decoration. It is customary for men to manufacture

necklaces and ear ornaments as a wedding gift for their brides.

Urucu provides red body paint and wards off insects, but on the Sao

Lourengo River, it is used in moderation. The Bororo spread viscous

rosin over their bodies, to which they then stick bird feathers, thus

sometimes covering all of their arms. This is largely a curative

measure against sores rather than a purely decorative device.

The men employ head ornaments to a considerable extent (pis. 92,

left; 93). There are semicircular fans of arara feathers worn above

the forehead; small fans of flexible feathers tied to the forehead so

as partly to obscure the vision ; and still other arrangements.

Koslowsky (1895 b) ascribes to all his Western Bororo the practice

of wearing amulets composed of the tooth of a wild canid or a feline

species.

TRANSPORTATION

Canoes were quite unknown in the west and in the Sao Louren^o

River region, though on the Vermelho River they occur in recent times.

Both sexes are adept at swimming. Men swam across rivers, holding

aloft their bows, to which the arrows were tied horizontally, and

simultaneously carried their game on their chests, fastened below their

arms. Women swam with their burden-baskets full of nuts and roots,

tying these receptacles in fours to wooden sticks and guiding them

by ropes. On land they carried the baskets on their backs by a bast

sling that merged into a tumpline in front.

MANUFACTURES

The men work mainly in their club house.

Spinning and plaiting.—In the family home, men merely pluck

from the women's heads the hair subsequently to be made into cordage,

and plait cotton bands for feminine arm, wrist, and ankle decorations.

They spin both cotton and human hair on a shaft with a shell or clay

disk 11/^ to 2 inches (3.8 to 5 cm.) in diameter for a whorl. Holding

the flock of cotton or several hairs with the left hand attached to the

uppermost quarter of the spindle, i. e., the part above the whorl, they

roll the longer section of the shaft on the right thigh. The thread thus

formed above the whorl is ultimately wrapped around the long section

of the shaft. Palm fiber is twisted on the thigh by hand. Often the

big toe helps in making thread. Hair threads are plaited into cords

worn round the hair of the head or body, but also into wrist-guards.

True weaving does not occur (fig. 51, <z, 5).
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FiouBB 51.

—

Bororo textiles and pottery, a, ft. Bags with weave and designs the same as
mats; c, d, water jars (^^ to 4i natural size) ; e, ladle (% natural size) ; /, plate (%
natural size) ; g, bowl (% to Va natural size) ; h, cup (^6 natural size). (After
Colbacchini, 1925.)
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Feathers.—The Bororo practiced tapirage; they plucked out part

of the arara plumage, rubbed into the bare spots the sap of some species

of tree, and thus produced yellow feathers.

Basketry and pottery.—The women make baskets and plain pots.

The water vessels, which sometimes have a neck, are characterized by

J. An<^lm

Figure 52.

—

Bororo manufactures, a. Gouge made of hafted rodent tooth ; 5, d, pottery

vessels ; c, bull-roarer. (Redrawn from Von den Steinen, 1894.)
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a narrow opening and either a pointed or a spherical bottom. Cook-

ing pots are hemispherical. The wide and shallow dishes now seen, as

well as cups with handles, are all innovations due to White influence

(figs. 51,c-A/52, &,<Z).

Weapons.—Bows and arrows, the principal weapons, vary consid-

erably according to use and represent the acme of Bororo craftsman-

ship. The bow, averaging 6 feet 3 inches (1.9 m.) in length, may
exceed 6 feet 6 inches (2 m.), is pointed at the ends, and decorated with

feathers ; the string is of palm fiber. Arrows, which were from 5 to 6

feet (1.5 to 1.8 m.) in length, have a cane or palm-wood shaft; the

heads are of bamboo or bone, and sometimes bear barbs (fig. 53, Or-e).

W
II

'

^

I

i

Figure 53.

—

Bororo arrow points, a. Sharpened rod foreshafts ; b, rod foreshafts with

bone barb attached ; c, foreshafts with socketed bone point ; d, foreshafts with lateral

carved barbs ; e, carved wooden points ; /, foreshafts with knobbed tips for birds ; g, war
arrows with bamboo heads ; h, large bamboo blades (% natural size). (After Colbacchini,

1925.)

Common hunting arrows have a wooden foreshaft set in a cane shaft,

the head (of tapir or monkey bone) being attached to the foreshaft.

Arrows used for hunting jaguars have a shaft of seiiba-palm wood

which rests in a groove of the flat, 2-foot (0.6 m.) long bamboo point
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(fig. 53, g^ h) , being loosely attached with rosin and cord. Bird arrows

have a blunt tip (fig. 53, /). The groove is chiseled with capybara

teeth, which are up to 3 inches (7.6 cm.) long. For releasing the arrow,

the archer draws the string with his right middle and ring fingers

while the index finger and thumb firmly hold the notch (pi. 86, top).

The lower part of ceremonial arrows is decorated with feather pat-

terns emblematic of clans (fig. 54) ; the Porcupine clansfolk, e. g., use

a specific arrangement of blue and yellow. All arrows have two

spirally twisted feathers, their tops and butt ends being tied on.

Wrist-guards are manufactured out of human hair.

Figure 54.—Feathering of Bororo arrows. Arched (eastern Brazilian) feathering type.

Shafts are decorated with feather tufts. (Vq natural size.) (After Colbacchini.)

Miscellaneous.—Fire was formerly drilled with a composite shaft

of wild Canella and wild cinnamon {Pseudocaryophyllus sericeus)

wood. Bamboo splinters served to cut meat held in the mouth ; the

scraper consisted of a capybara tooth mounted on a stick (fig. 52, a)
;

and the Bulimus conch was used for a plane. Colbacchini (1925) notes

that knives and planes are moved toward the body. Von den Steinen

(1894) refers to grooved stone axes as things of the past, but they are

pictured without comment by Colbacchini (1925).

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ORGANIZATION

The Eastern Bororo are divided into exogamous, matrilineal moie-

ties, respectively linked with the north and the south side of the

village. At Kejara these major divisions bear the untranslated names

"Chera" and "Tugare," whose phonetic equivalents Colbacchini (1925)

renders as "Weak" and "Strong." The moieties have reciprocal
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duties; e. g., after a death a member of the moiety complementary to

the deceased person's moiety must kill an animal in the ensuing hunt,

and after a dance the performers are washed by men of the opposite

moiety. At Kejara only the Chera had the right to make bull-roarers.

Colbacchini (1925) ascribes seven clans to each moiety ; Levi-Strauss

(1936) found six in the Chera, four in the Tugare. Both authors

connect the clans with animal and plant species, and at times the link-

age is multiple; e. g., a single Kejara clan is associated with the

armadillo, the red macaw, and the dourado. It is not clear to what

extent such plurality implies distinct subdivisions or whether a homo-

geneous clan unit is related to the several species in question.

The association does not necessarily involve a totemic name. This,

e. g., is lacking in the baaddegaba clan despite its connection with the

jaguar, a fish, and a bird. Since in all cases the linked species are

freely killed and eaten, Levi-Strauss (1936) regards the term "totem-

ism" as inapplicable. According to him, a clan ancestor would receive

a revelation from a spirit, whose embodiment in such and such a ma-

terial guise would create the existing bond with a species and might

inaugurate a corresponding appellation for the descendents.

As explained under Houses and Villages (p. 420), a secondary

dichotomy characterizes the Vermelho River people ; an axis perpendi-

cular to the course of the river creates an Upstream and a Downstream

half. This division leaves some of the clans intact, but splits up
others into an Upstream and a Downstream section.

The clans have specific prerogatives, whence spring notable differ-

ences in wealth. Ceremonial bows, arrows, lip pins, and the pen-

nants on penis sheaths bear designs distinctive of particular clans.

Again, clans own personal names, dances (pi. 88) , and songs. Certain

clans contracted preferential marriages with others, apparently on

the basis of personal names.

In the Rio das Gargas district each village has two chiefs represent-

ing the mythical twins, Bakororo and Itubori, of whom the former

takes precedence. Both are of the Weak moiety, but belong to distinct

clans or subclans associated with the jaguar. Tradition has it that

anciently both were of the Strong moiety. In accordance with the

matrilineal system, succession is nepotic.

The chiefs are very influential, but lack coercive authority. They
announce in the evening what is to be done on the following day, give

marching orders, determine the location of clan huts in the settlement,

lead in war, receive messengers, conduct various rites, and generally

maintain old usage. But the individual tribesmen retain complete

personal freedom, checked only by the vivid fear of disapproval.

Even murder, instead of being punished, merely evokes a feud.

In the Vermelho district the several villages are under one para-

mount chief who enjoys greater power, but this may be due to Neo-
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Brazilian influence. He owns ceremonial regalia and is privileged to

suffocate undesirable newborn infants.

Individual differences in wealth occur mainly with reference to

highly prized feminine ornaments, which are inherited matrilineally.

It is noteworthy that a Kejara adept at manufacturing grindstones

for the community was thereby freed from the necessity of engaging

in direct activities for subsistence.

Arrows were the major standard of value. They were presented

to a jaguar-killer or to the kinsmen of one's mistresses and bartered

against cotton or tobacco.

Etiquette.—No man roasted his own kill, but was expected to pass

it on to another. Corresponding procedures obtained for valuable

furs and teeth. The skin and teeth of a jaguar went to the nearest

relatives of the most recently deceased member of the tribe, the slayer

receiving as his reward a decorative bow and arara feathers.

Some regulations naturally fall under the category of taboos and

ritual prescriptions. Before a hunt a Western Bororo was continent

for 4 days, and painted his face with urucu. Women were not allowed

to touch arrowheads. In the distribution of important game and fish

it was essential for the bari to consecrate the animals, whereupon he

might appropriate the choicest pieces.

Sneezing is connected with distant members of one's family.

WAEFARE

War arrows were of seriba-palm wood and had a bamboo tip which

broke in the victim's body (fig. 53, g). A club sword, a little over 3

feet (1 m.) in length, of heavy aroeira wood and lanceolate form, was

suspended by a cord from the left shoulder. The spines of meru and

tamu fish, attached to bracelets or to the fingers, made effective

knuckle-dusters.

The Cayapo were the chief enemies of the Eastern Bororo^ and

Guana and Guaycuru of the Western Bororo.

LIFE CYCUB

Childbirth.—At a Sao Lourengo child's birth the parents fast for 2

days, taking only a little warm water on the third, lest father and child

fall ill. In the Rio das Gargas group abstention from food, drink, and

smoking lasts from 3 to 5 or even 10 days, the object of the taboo being

to make the infant able to bear hunger. The mother does not touch

meat for several months. Parents here must not put their hands on

their hair during this period—an indirect suggestion of a scratching

stick—lest their hair turn white.
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Puberty.—At puberty a boy is initiated through the receipt of a

penis sheath, which frees him from his mother's custody, entitling him

to see the bull-roarer (figs. 52, c; 55) and to attend rites from which
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FiGUKB 55.—Bull-roarers with various clan designs. (Approximately % natural size.)

(After Colbaechini, 1925.)

women are excluded. One chief begins trying on the sheath for the

novice, and a sponsor from the moiety complementary to the boy's

completes the act. His mother and kin wail at the initiation. He is

not permitted to sleep that night, because to do so would be injurious

to him.
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Marriage.—There is much premarital license for girls, who are

abducted into the men's club. Apart from moiety exogamy and

preferential clan unions, the kinship nomenclature suggests marriage

with the father's eldest sister's daughter and with the father's younger

sister. The actual occurrence of such arrangements, however, is as

yet undemonstrated. On the other hand, sororal bigamy and the

simultaneous marriage with a woman and her daughter by a previous

husband are observed facts. Residence is matrilocal.

Death observances.—A dying person (das Gargas group) is

smeared with urucu amid feminine lamentations. The corpse is cov-

ered and must no longer be seen by the women and children. Kinsfolk

gash themselves, so as to make the blood trickle on the bier. Indoors

a long chant begins to the accompaniment of gourd rattles. The dead

person is wrapped and tied in a mat with all his possessions, including

his broken bow and arrows. At sunset the body is taken to the men's

club, where the chiefs chant and shake their rattles all night. After a

brief rest in the morning, the song is resumed and continues until

sunset. Near the club the young men prepare a shallow provisional

grave. The mourners again wail, gash themselves, tear out or cut

their hair, and spatter blood on the burial. Until the close of the

mourning period, male relations avoid urucii and kinswomen put on a

special girdle.

Mortuary rites are combined with other ceremonies. On the eve

of the burial the people organize a hunt in honor of the dead, the

game being brought to the bereaved and communally eaten, A
mourner gives to the valiant hunter of the opposite moiety the hairs he

has plucked from his head and a gourd trumpet. Both the hair and the

gourd represent the deceased person's soul (aroe). For a fortnight

chanting continues in the mourners' hut, then the flesh is removed

from the corpse. Young men now impersonate the mythical hero

Mariddo (pi. 87) , who danced for hours with a heavy bundle on his

head, their vain efforts to emulate this feat arousing general hilarity

as the parcel falls to the ground. At this juncture bull-roarers are

wielded, representing a large mythical beast. The hunter reappears in

a disguise as the dead man's representative and the mourners lead him

from the club. "Women and children would die at sight of either him

or the bull-roarer. On the other hand, this is precisely the time for

initiating boys deemed old enough. Accordingly, several nude youths

plastered with mud represent the mythical aninial and, after caressing

the hunter, frighten the novices with yells and pelt them with mud
before allowing them to see the bull-roarers. Thus the funeral rites

involve a boys' initiation.

After a night's chanting, the corpse is unwrapped, the bones spread

out, washed in a stream, and then carried to the club, where the souls
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of the dead are invited to a general repast. "Women bring food to the

door, but never enter it. The bones are painted with urucu, then the

man's clan colors are put on in feathers ; a mat screens the decorators

from the women brought to join in the songs. The skull is decorated

with feathers and shown to the mourners, then all the bones are put
into the basket. Once more the kin gash themselves, finally a woman
takes the basket on her back, and hangs it from a stick planted near

the hut of the deceased. The next morning the hunter, impersonating

the dead man, and the mourners bury the basket in a stream at a depth

of several meters, with a stick projecting above the water.

On the Sao Lourengo Kiver the corpse is interred in the woods 2

or 3 days after death, and the ultimate fleshing and disposal of the

bones occurs a fortnight later.

ESTHETTO AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Art.—The Bororo draw hunting scenes in the sand, e. g., an Indian

shooting a tapir. They also will dig up sand so as to mark a beast's

contours, then fill in the pit with grayish-white ashes, denoting the

eyes and a jaguar's spots with dark sand. Bull-roarers are typically

blackened at the ends, the intervening space receiving a coat of urucu

as background for black designs; Von den Steinen (1894) notes as two

main motifs women's bark girdles or bands, and semicircles enclos-

ing dots to represent the skulls prepared for burial. His semicircles

are arranged in two symmetrical pairs, but with a single semicircle

above them, whereas Levi-Strauss' (1936) illustrations show merely

two vertical series of dot-enclosing semicircles, which differ from

Von den Steinen's (1894) sample in being halved by a horizontal

stroke. Colored designs figure prominently on decorative arrows,

the precise arrangement of the colors and the length of the painted

bands being more significant as clan emblems than, say, the use of

blue and yellow by itself. The red and black designs serving as clan

badges on the pennants of penis sheaths likewise require notice under

this head. These decorations are not always wholly geometrical, for

the pennant of a Tapir clan sheath displays the realistic shape of a

puma. On the skin worn in the Western Bororo Jaguar dance, wit-

nessed by Koslowsky (1895 b), a series of filled-in hourglass figures,

each pair enclosing a blank lozenge, constitute the chief design.

Games.—Archery and wrestling are athletic sports. The latter,

which may beguile the time during a spinning-bee in the men's house,

has a definite technique with tripping of the opponent and thrusts at

the hollow of his knee. A toy consists of a ball of maize husks deco-

rated with arara feathers.

Musical instruments.—These included deer-hoof and gourd

rattles; whistles to signal in hunting; complex trumpets with bamboo
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resonators, as well as "polyglobular" trumpets consisting of three or

four gourds joined with wax; stopless flutes; and the bull-roarer.

Drums that now occur are suspect of White derivation.

Dances.—Among the dances may be mentioned that preceding

battle, in which the performers bend their knees in position and peri-

odically shout as a chief shakes the gourd rattle. In the Western

Bororo Jaguar dance, the hunter of a slain jaguar plays the part of

the beast, being supposedly possessed by its soul; he wears the skin

described above (pi. 89) , also necklaces of jaguar claws and teeth, and

executes furious leaps while the attending women wail. The object

of the performance is to appease the spirit of the animal.

Beverages.—Besides their nut gruel, the Bororo drink palm wine

:

the acuri tree is tapped for its sap, which is allowed to drop into pots

or mortars and is quaffed from bamboo vessels. This beverage is drunk

by incipient medicine men.

RELIGION AND SHAMANISM

Supernaturalism rests on two systems of belief with distinct and

rival functionaries.

(1) There are evil spirits who are the souls of dead baere (plural of

bari; see below) or never were anthropomorphic; they normally dwell

in the sky, but are able to visit the earth, where they are known as hope,

maereboe, or waikuru. They cause falling stars and illness, can predict

future events, but above all claim the prerogative as to various kinds of

food, which unauthorized mortals consume under pain of sickness

and death. The hope possesses a bari and eats the dishes in question

with the bari's mouth. Tliese spirits also appear in dreams and reveal

the future, but they take no interest in the social life of the Indians

and do not in any significant way figure in any myth.

A bari becomes such through visitations of a hope. He must scrupu-

lously observe the rules laid down to him on pain of loss of power and

catching an incurable disease. However, the bope may render him
invulnerable and give him the power to hunt game in the guise of a

jaguar. The bari may inflict disease and death, but also cures and

confers other benefits on the tribe. A client will offer him a cigar,

whereupon the shaman calls on the bope, a number of whom led by a

spokesman then possess him. In doctoring, the bari smokes the

cigar, then the spokesman of the spirits asks why they have been called.

One present explains, then the doctor sucks the afflicted parts, ex-

pectorating the putative cause, e. g., a beetle, which he scans, an-

nouncing his prognosis. Certain feminine diseases, however, he must

not attempt treating lest he impair his supernatural powers. Most

important of the bari's functions is the "consecration" of the food

reserved to the bope—a procedure that ensures to himself the choicest

morsels.



Plate 83.^Bororo country and house. Top: Air view of the Chapadao, north of Cuyab;
Bororo palni-thatched hut. (Courtesy University Museum, Philadelphia.)



t'LATE 8!.—Bororo houses. Top: Sao Louren?o Bororo house. Bottom: Bororo da Campanha village.

(C;ourtesy University Museum, Philadelphia.)



'LATE 85.—Bororo village of Kejara. Top: Men's club in loiotiruuuil. IJulluin: W -.

(Courtesy Claude Levi-Strauss.)



Plate 86.—Bororo archerj /, \ imw rolcasp. At village of Ke.jara. (Courtesy Claude Levi-Strauss.)

Bottom: Sao Lourenvo, Jiomro shooting fish. (Courtesy University Museum, Philadelphia.)



Plate 87.—Bororo festival at village of Kejara. Top: Dance of the "Mariddo." Bottovi: Presentation

of the "Mariddo.' (Courtesy Claude L6vi-Strauss.)
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Flatk .s.s. IJororo I'uiicral ceremony. Dauce of th(> Ewafjuddu clan, .suiiie (laucrr.s in leal tostuniu, uthors

(It'corated with down. (Courtesy Claude Levi-Strauss.)
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Plate yO.~Bororo Indian types. Top: Man in festival dress, with feathers through nasal septum and
ears and heads through lower lip. Village of Kejara. (Courtesy Claude L6vi-Strauss.) Bottom: Sao
Lourengo men. (Courtesy University Museum, Philadelphia.)
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Plate 93.—Bororo man. Sao Lourenfo. (Courtesy University Museum, Philadelphia,;
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FLATE94.—Portrait ofyoung Bororo man. Sao Lourenfo. (Courtesy David M. Newell.)
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(2) Radically distinct is the cult of the dead (aroe). Every aroe

is tangibly represented in two ways : by its impersonator at the funeral

ceremony, and by a flageolet with a gourd bearing the distinctive clan

designs and preserved by the dead person's clansmen in memory of

him. The aroe come to the village to eat, drink, or dance ; foretell the

future ; cause illness ; and otherwise intimately affect the daily life of

the Indians. The aroe commune with the Indians through a medium,

the aroettawarari, whom they possess or enlighten in dreams and who
may summon them by a special ceremony.

The aroettawarari naturally may not perform the rite of offering

food sacred to the hope, but his other duties are largely similar. On
behalf of clients he may call the aroe who possess him, led by their

spokesman. Treatment of the sick here, too, requires smoking, blow-

ing, suction, and expectoration; and the doctor utters his prognosis.

However, in these cases disease seems to be ascribed to the stench

emitted by certain aroe. The call comes to the aroettawarari in a

manner similar to that followed in the bari's initiation ; only the beings

that bless him are of a distinct category. Often in the shape of a tapir

he allows himself to be pursued by the hunters and even to be killed.

Then he resumes his normal form and eats of the slain tapir. An-

ciently, no woman could be a bari ; the office of aroettawarari, however,

was open to both sexes.

Notwithstanding the theoretical antithesis and actual animosity of

the two types of practitioners, it happens that the same person holds

both offices. Tonelli (1927) surmises that this may have originated in

villages without a bari, hence deprived of the chance of eating some

vital foods unless the power of consecrating them were transferred

to the rival office. That the close parallels noted between the two

types of medicine men go back to a single origin cannot be doubted.

MYTHOLOGY

The twin heroes, Bakororo and Itubori, figure as exemplars and

transformers; Bakororo plays the major part and is associated with

a musical instrument used ceremonially. The myth resembles a com-

mon Brazilian tale : A jaguar who has conquered an Indian in wrestling

permits him to depart in return for the loser's daughter, whom the

victor marries. He warns her against his grandmother, a caterpillar,

who makes the wife fall dead from laughter. Returning, he performs

a Caesarean operation to extract the twins, who burn the old hag in

order to avenge their mother. On learning that a falcon has eaten

their mother, they kill it. Then Bakororo orders the species to abstain

henceforth from human flesh, ordaining what shall be its food; and

he similarly fixes the proper sustenance for hitherto man-eating

storks, parrots, fish, and snakes. The souls of the dead go either to

Bakororo in the extreme west, or to Itubori in the extreme east.

583486—46 28
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Sun (Meri) and Moon (Ari) are another pair of brothers, but fig-

ure largely as tricksters. Thus they put out the Indians' fire, which,

however, is salvaged by a toad. The Indians pursue the mischief-

makers, who climb trees, and kill Moon, who has sought refuge in

a low tree and is eaten by a canid. Sun kills the canid and resuscitates

Moon from fragments of his bones. This revival motif recurs in

different contexts. In one game Moon kills Sun, but cannot restore

him. However, Sun rises by his own power and turns into a red arara.

Moon vainly looks for him and nearly starves, when Sun transforms

himself into a fish, letting Moon harpoon him. Finally, Sun and

Moon neglect the Buriti clansmen's warning, and break their hosts'

bottles. They are pursued, caught, and blown skyward by their cap-

tors, who bid them remain above.

Other myths describe a flood caused by an angry spirit and the

jaguar's swallowing of a monkey, who cuts his way out. In one tale

boys climb to the sky on a rope, which they cut in order to prevent

their mothers from following. As a penalty the boys must remain

in the sky, their eyes becoming the stars.

The ascent to the sky by a rope or creeper is widespread in South

America, being found, e. g., among the Cariban Taulipang. In the

Twin story, the pacification of the jaguar by the offer of a woman,

her death through an older kinsman of the husband, the post-mortem

extraction of the heroes, and their revenging the woman's death

recall Guarani motifs, as well as the Bacdiri tale of Keri and Kame.

On the other hand, these Bacdiri names and their linkage with Sun

and Moon, respectively, rather suggest the second Bororo myth of a

pair of brothers.
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